Interactive Hyperbolic Tree for Industrial size Software Product line Architecture
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Abstract—This Software Product line is an eminent part of software re-engineering field. Facilitation of software product line architecture with a more convenient method of representation mechanism results in efficiency with respect to time, cost, energy, etc. For this to be true, there is a need for information visualization techniques that represent true characteristics of software product line. This paper presents a study of information visualization technique which makes perception of data easy for interacting with the software product line architecture.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software product lines are known as a family of software systems, based on common and varying aspects of software products with immense complexity rooted in them. The present studies have suggested that architecture is the best suitable form there representation [24] [25]. Literature shows that representation mechanism, such as Unified Modeling Language (UML), matrix tables, conventional trees have so far been used in illustration of software product line architecture. But foremost, they have not depicted the characteristics of a software product line, which consequences in, not well attained results. For this problem to be tackled, an information visualization technique is the best suitable option [26].

In recent years, information visualization has taken grip of software engineering field by its sheer capability to enhance cognitive abilities for perceiving complex data [23]. Thought information visualization is a relatively new concept in the branch of software product line engineering, it can still be of immense help if a suitable visual structure plus its interactive visualization techniques are provided, as well said by Tufte “There are right ways and wrong ways to show data; there are displays that reveal the truth and displays that do not” [22].

A lot of work has been done in representation of software product line architecture data, with each technique having its pros and cons. The techniques presented so far are not scalable, traceable and they are not supporting evolution [10]. Present representation mechanisms for management of software product line architecture are not capable of handling the software product line architecture attributes and do not expose good visual structure attributes [26]. And thus, a visual structure technique is proposed, which is capable of conquering the attributes of a software product line architecture data, also that visual structure can be interacted upon; without being a static structure.

Hyperbolic trees are the visual structure devising the central piece for our Information visualization techniques. The criterion, on the bases of which hyperbolic tree structure was concluded as best fit structure, was obtained from attributes of software product line architecture and visual structure [26]. The criteria were set as “abstraction, hierarchy, traceability, scalability, evolution, visual content, and perception” [26]. Also, hyperbolic trees are chosen, for the fact that they “support exponential growth in the number of components with increasing radius” [5]. Hyperbolic tree stands on the basis that it has its root in the middle while its linked nodes and their children are spread apart. In short, this hierarchy depicts many generations of parents, their children, their siblings, in the same window snapshot without losing focus of the context [6]. The main feature of hyperbolic trees is their ability to be manipulated, without any regard to its extremely large hierarchy, which is much larger than conventional hierarchal structure. They have the ability to show 10 times as many nodes compared to other visual structures, and hyperbolic tree structure being more effective in providing navigation, without deviating from the context [5]. This takes care of our software product line architecture scalability issue to some extent.

This paper is organized in four sections: Section II is concerned with the problem and related work. Section III describes the visualization of the chosen visual structure. Section IV states the conclusion and direction for future work.

II. PROBLEM AND RELATED WORK

So far, representation of software product line architecture has used many techniques and notations (e.g., Matrix table conventional tree, then notations like UML, etc.). But, noticeably all these techniques are lacking in one way or another.

Literature suggests that a number of illustration mechanisms are used for representation of software product line data. Unified modeling language (UML) notations are a well-known representation form, and can be understood easily, with platform independence provided in them[16-21]. UML notations incorporated with natural languages are also used for representation of software product line data. Use case map path notations (UCM) are also used for representation of software product line data. The point to be noted is that all of the notations are good in some context [26], but they are not favorable for representation of software
product line architecture data as a whole, where traceability links need to be visualized across the architecture as a whole, beside other factors.

Textual presentation is another representation form, which is used for SPL data [13] [14] [15]. But again, it is not feasible for the fact that, it is not scalable, no traceability links are present or visualized, keeping in mind that if no traceability, then evolution cannot be optimally utilized.

Matrix form is another type of notation which is used, as the literature suggests, for representation of software product line architecture data [9] [11] [12]. They are a good form of representation, but the problem with them is that they are not scalable for software product line architecture data; also, as with the above type of notation, traceability links are not visible.

Conventional trees are another type of representation form, whether they are vertical or horizontal tree [7], [9], [10]. They are the best form of presenting software product line architecture data. Here, the traceability links can be visualized for the whole context. However, they are not feasible because they are not a scalable structure, and also, when focusing on one aspect of the tree, the other parts of the hierarchy are obscured.

Cone tree is another form of hierarchal structure, which in 3D format is quite good; they overcome the prominent issues of the software product line architecture, namely scalability, plus visualization of traceability links [8], [9]. But, the problem of data obscuring is still present, meaning when focusing on one aspect of hierarchy, one does not see the full context in a single snapshot.

Tree maps are another form of hierarchal structure, which optimally utilize the screen space [7]. But the problem with this type of technique is that traceability links are not visible, also specifically one area of hierarchy cannot be focused on, without losing the grip on the context.

In sum, the shortfall of the above mentioned representation mechanism can be atoned by hyperbolic tree structure, based on the fact that its essence is favorable for software product line architecture data [26].

III. VISUALIZATION OF HYPERBOLIC TREE

The mapping of software product line architecture data on to hyperbolic tree is based on the fact that this visual structure is best suited for this job [10]. As defined in [5] and [6], hyperbolic trees support large hierarchies and their results have shown a preference towards the hyperbolic tree, as compared to conventional approaches. The authors of [5] and [6] also briefed about the implementation and the general features of their hyperbolic browser.

Here, their work has been translated for software product line architecture with enhancements included in it, based on the lack of presence of characteristics of software product line architecture. Also, the enhancements are derived from the perception capability of a human mind.

A. Presenting “node”

Each node is encompassed in a circle for displaying node information [5]. The circle does not interact with the circle of another node. The size of the circle would vary based on its generation level, e.g., if the node central to the core has size of 15cm, then, the next ring of nodes would have node with size of 10cm, which is 5cm short as compared to the parent and so on. The theory behind this logic is to show the distance factor giving the illusion of 3D depth factor. This is similar to the implementation in [3], where letter size is larger if the generation level is high. As shown in fig. 1, where outer most circle have large sized nodes, giving the perception that they are more close to the surface of the screen as compared to the other nodes; the illusion is that the size of the node decreases as they move further away from the surface of the screen. In fig. 2, Anstis [3] work has been translated onto the hyperbolic tree structure, where the inner most circles of nodes is giving the perception that they are closer to the surface of the screen. The next levels of generation of circle of nodes are positioned behind and so on.

When focusing on some point of a hierarchy then, the size of the nodes would vary, depending on the size of the parent node. The size of the parent node, and its child, and so on would become the same as compared to the other nodes at that specific time. Moreover, the positioning of the nodes with regards to the generation level would not be hindered when focusing on some part of the hierarchy.

---

**Figure 1.** Based on Anstis (1974) work [3].
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B. Generation level

This feature has to be maintained for the sole reason that the perception of data for software product line architecture has a major hold. If the graph cannot maintain the level of placement of every node by their generation radius, then perceiving can be made quite difficult. The allotment of placement of nodes can be calculated by

\[
\frac{\theta}{n} = \frac{x^2}{x^2 + s_k^2} = y_j^2.
\]  

(1)

where \(\theta\) stands for total degree of angle, \(n\) implies total number of children, \(x^2\) is the equal number of angle, \(s_k\) is number of children per node, and \(y_j^2\) is the number of angle per node. Also, it should be stated that for each ring of nodes this equation is called for placement of next level of generation nodes. Then [5] presented in their article, equation for calculating the needed space from a parent to their child.

Lamping and Rao formula:

\[
d = \sqrt{\frac{(1-e^2)\sin(e)}{2e}x^2 + 1 - \frac{(1-e^2)\sin(e)}{2e}}
\]  

(2)

where \(e\) is angle between midline and edge of the subwedge and \(s\) is the desired distance between child and edge of its subwedge [5]. Keeping in mind that even when focusing on some part of the hierarchy the level of generation gap should be maintained and not overlap at any point in time.

C. Background landscape

The background of it would be landscape, e.g., made up of peak mountain; the base of the mountain would be in green representing the grass, moving upwards it would merge with the color brown showing bare land, then moving upwards to color white representing snow. Figure 3 shows software product line architecture data translated onto the hyperbolic tree with human perception of real world environment kept in mind.

Perception of data is easy if the visualization is inspired from the real world environment and its objects known as “data landscape” in software terminology [4], based on the fact that skills used by human mind in interpreting the real world environment can be used in perceiving the visualization of “data landscape” [4].

D. Color aid

The concept of “peak mountain” for the background, on which the hyperbolic tree would reside can be achieved with the help of color, as well said by Colin “that color helps in breaking camouflage” otherwise it would be very difficult to determine where or what a certain object is [4]. The use of color is not just about filling an image with color, but one has to bring it as close to real world objects as possible. In fig 3, the circles of nodes are filled with Lambertian shading, also the circles shown as objects, are Casting shadow on the mountain. Where Lambertian shading is known as a method for showing surface shape with the help of shading [4], meaning that if a mixture of color is not used then it is not possible to differentiate between the background and the overlaying objects on them. And Casting shadows theory is deduced from the fact that any real world subject can cast shadows either on itself or on the surface it is placed upon. This theory gives us the illusion of perception of height, of an object [4], stating that the specified object is at a height, above the ground that’s why it’s casting its own shadow on the ground; rather than being at the same level on the ground.

The nodes are also filled with the blue color and the text defining the node is in black color, which brings out the luminance contrast; which states that if the background is low saturation (light color), then the overlaid symbols must be of darker shade [4].

E. “Affordance” device

Taking Gibson’s affordance theory known as perceivable prospective for action [2] into consideration and translating it
to our work, e.g., if the task is to bring second generation of children into focus, it would be highly recommended if “handles” are used [2]. As perceived by Houdé, it is rather easy to perceive solution with the help of “handles” than arrows, etc. [1]. Here again, the focus is to bring forth human perception of real life objects, and use those skills as opposed to defining new ones.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper starts with identifying the need for information visualization technique for the software product line architecture. It has mentioned the need for not just a good visual structure, but also the need for interaction with it. It further went on to explain the importance of hyperbolic tree and then presented enhancements to the concept of hyperbolic tree introduced by [5] and [6], for the sole purpose of establishing it as a fine means for the representation of software product line architecture data. Along the way, the perception of the human mind was kept in focus based on the rationale that nonfunctional requirement of software product line architecture can only be handled if perception of human mind is focused upon.

There is a need for testing this technique against previously used techniques for representation of software product line architecture. Our future work is based on this.
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